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This thesis based on the materials the author collected both in China and 
Singapore’s fieldworks, including the special issues、the issues、the meeting notes of 
the Chinese clan associations. Then, taking Singapore Hainan association as a case 
and analysing with historical and anthropological methods. First, to put its history 
under the development of Southeast Asia area、the political situation of Singapore and 
the transformation of social environment. Then, focus on its changes in four aspects, 
the rules、the organization system、activities and identity , which are happening in the 
background of contemporary area situation and adjustment of Singapore’s policy. The 
last, to reveal social evolution can effect the Chinese clan associations deeply. 
The present paper research demonstrated that, as the other overseas Chinese 
communities, Singapore Chinese clan associations including hainan associations have 
been undertaken some governmental functions in colonial Singapore. They were not 
only maintaining the Chinese society’s normal operating system, but also being the 
important organizations to spread the Chinese culture. They provided “the adoption” 
mechanism to help the Chinese immigrants rebuild home and congeal the Chinese 
culture resources. When Singapore became an independent country in 1965, because 
of the social evolutions, Singapore Chinese society and Chinese clan associations 
faced severe challenges. Until the 1980s, with the end of the Cold War、the rise of 
China and the reconstruction of  foreign trade, cultural ties between China and the 
Southeast Asian countries, also with the adjustments of Singapore government policy, 
the history gave the Singapore Chinese society and Chinese clan associations new 
opportunity again. 
The present paper research also demonstrated that, contemporarily, the hainan 
association and the hainan society take the opportunity properly, then, adjust their 
organizations、activities etc. to enter a new era. What is worth mentioning is changes 
in contemporary hainan association’s activities. As the Singapore government’s 
multicultural policy, to encourage various races to retain their own culture and 















the Chinese heritage. After 1980s, the hainan clan associations keep their hainan 
culture and promote the development of Singapore Chinese culture through various 
activities, like promoting dialect, promoting Chinese education, developing tradition 
literary arts, diet culture and celebrating customs. On the base of reserving and 
developing the traditional Chinese culture, the hainan clan associations use the hainan 
culture as a tie to arouse the identity memory as a hainanese , then promoting the 
cultural integration internally, and to extend relationship with hainan, the southeast 
Asia area, the other overseas Chinese societies externally. The transnational activities 
increased its social influence in contemporarily Singapore、gave new functions to 
hainan clan associations, and helped the hainan association to get rid of the difficult 
situation during the early period after Singapore’s independence. Also, these 
transnational activities will promote the development of Singapore Chinese society 
and Chinese clan associations in the future. 
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中国大陆学界对于海外华人社团研究的发展和进步多在 20 世纪 80 年代以
后。从 20 世纪 80 年代开始，中国陆续成立了一批研究华侨华人的学术团体和科
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